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Abstract
Network function virtualization (NFV) has gained prominence in next-generation cloud computing, such as the fog-based

radio access network, due to their ability to support better QoS in network service provision. However, most of the current

service function chain (SFC) deployment researches do not consider the Security-Service-Level-Agreement (SSLA) in the

deployment solution. Therefore, in this work, we introduce the SSLA into SFC deployment to defend attacks. Firstly, we

formulate the SSLA guaranteed SFC deployment problem by using linear programming. Then, we propose the Maximal-

security SFC deployment algorithm (MS) to maximize the security of the SFC deployment. However, the MS algorithm

results in a high deployment cost. To reduce the deployment cost, we propose the Minimal-cost and SSLA-guaranteed SFC

deployment algorithm (MCSG) to minimize the deployment while satisfying the SSLA. In order to reduce the blocking

ratio caused by MCSG, the Minimal-cost and SSLA-guaranteed SFC deployment algorithm with feedback adjustment

(MCSG-FA) is proposed. Finally, we evaluate our proposed algorithms through simulations. The simulation results show

that the blocking ratio and the deployment cost of our algorithms are better than that of the existing algorithm when

meeting the SSLAs.
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1 Introduction

Virtualization is a key technology to improve the network

flexibility [1–3]. As the development of network, the net-

work function virtualization (NFV) technology has been

proposed to transfer the traditional network function to the

virtual network function (VNF) to improve the network

resource utilization [4]. Multiple VNFs consist of service

function chains (SFCs) to guarantee user’s service strategy,

and the SFC requests are deployed into the cloud network

to provide services [5, 6].

With more and more users to use cloud network, the

network delay and congestion are becoming more and

more serious in the centralized cloud computing.
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Additionally, the security of service is also being chal-

lenged. In order to solve these challenges, distributed fog

computing is proposed to extend and supplement the cloud

computing [7]. Recently, the fog-based radio access net-

work is becoming a new research hotspot [8]. In fog radio

access network (FRAN), there are some fog nodes which

similar to cloud nodes. These fog nodes which provide

services for users can be virtualized, thereby improving the

flexibility of the networks [9]. However, the resource

capacity of the fog node is usually less than that of the

cloud node. Thus, joint use of cloud-fog computing can

decrease network congestion and delay and thus provide

high quality services for mobile users.

Currently, there are many researches focus on SFC

deployment in cloud computing [10–13]. For example, in

[13], Ricard Vilalta et al. conducted a software de-

fined network (SDN)/NFV deployment experiment for 5G

services based on cloud-fog computing to optimize the

VNF deployment while satisfying the constraints (e.g.,

latency). With the increase of SFC requests, how to ensure

the security-service-level -agreement (SSLA) of services

has become a big challenge. In order to guarantee the

SSLAs of services when the services are attacked, there are

some studies on the security of NFV. For example, Mahdi

Daghmehchi Firoozjaei et al. classified security threats and

proposed the possible solutions from the architectural layer

[14]. These studies proposed some security architectures of

NFV to ensure the SSLAs of services from the architecture

layer but still cannot defend all attacks. Furthermore, these

studies did not consider utilizing the federated environment

of the cloud-fog network to provide more secure services

for mobile users. In [15], the authors proposed the security-

on-demand services for ATM networks, i.e., different user

requests have different SSLA requirements. Then, the user

request is deployed according to the user’s SSLA

requirement. Besides, in [16, 17], the authors discussed

how to manage and meet users’ SSLA demands. In com-

mercial applications, some companies (e.g., Huawei) pro-

vide servers with different security levels to users to deploy

service requests with different SSLA requirements, and the

higher security level of the server, the higher charge.

To solve the challenge in management of SSLA in

SFCs, in this paper, we consider that each service node and

each physical link has a security possibility that can defend

attacks. Therefore, we study the SFC placement problem in

the federated environment of the cloud-fog network to

meet the SSLA requirements of users when each service

node and each physical link has a fixed security level. The

main contributions of this paper are as follows.

• To resolve the SFC deployment problem with the SSLA

requirements, we first formulate the SFC deployment

problem with the SSLA requirements by using linear

programming.

• To satisfy the security requirements of SFC requests,

when the security of each service node and each

physical link is given, we propose a maximal-security

SFCs deployment algorithm (MS).

• To further reduce the deployment cost, we present a

minimal-cost and SSLA-guaranteed SFC deployment

algorithm (MCSG).

• Furthermore, to both reduce the deployment cost and

blocking ratio, we propose a minimal-cost and SSLA-

guaranteed SFCs deployment algorithm with feedback

adjustment (MCSG-FA).

The resting of this paper is arranged as follows. Sec-

tion 2 introduces related work. Section 3 models the

studied SFC deployment problem. Section 4 presents the

proposed SFC deployment algorithms. We evaluate our

proposed algorithms in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes

this work.

2 Related work

2.1 VNF deployment in cloud computing

NFV has become a key technology for improving the

network flexibility, which is proposed to transfer the tra-

ditional network functions to the VNFs. Multiple VNFs

consist of SFC in a specific order, and these SFCs are

deployed into the cloud network for providing services to

users. There are many researches about SFC deployment in

cloud computing [10, 18–23].

In [10], the author studied the problem of traffic-aware

and energy-efficient SFC deployment and designed a

sampling -based Markov approximation and matching-

theoretic algorithm (SAMA) to deploy SFCs into the cloud

network for minimizing the deployment cost, but the

authors did not consider the SFC deployment in fog com-

puting. In [18], the author researched the shared pipeline

problem in the environment of NFV. The study transmitted

a plurality of data packets by utilizing the shared pipeline

for reducing the core computing resources requirement, but

it resulted in increasing the length of the pipeline. In order

to solve the problem, the authors presented two heuristic

algorithms to balance between the core computing

resources requirement and the pipeline length for reducing

network latency and resource consumption. To reduce the

total VNF delay (including the processing delay and the

transmission delay), Long Qu et al. [19] studied the optimal

scheduling problem of VNFs. They proposed a heuristic

algorithm for optimizing the scheduling of VNFs based on
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the genetic algorithm can lower the total scheduling time

by up to 20%.

The authors in [20] studied the overhead caused by

virtual network functions and proposed a new framework

based on the programmable software and hardware to

obtain the flexibility and the high performance of NFV, and

also presented a performance-aware VNF deployment

algorithm. To ensure the quality of service (QoS) and

reduce the energy consumption of servers, in [21], the

authors studied the VNF migration to adjust the workloads

of the servers dynamically and presented corresponding

heuristic algorithms to reduce the total cost.

In [22], Marcelo Caggiani Luizelli et al. researched the

efficient deployment of large-scale VNFs and virtual links,

and presented a heuristic algorithm to solve this problem to

optimize the virtual network function deployment and

reduce resource costs while meeting the network traffic

demand. To minimize the placement cost, the authors in

[23] researched the optimal placement of the service

function chains and put forward a graph algorithm based on

a matrix and multi-stage optimization to achieve the goal

of reducing costs.

These researches [18–23] studied the problem of

deploying SFCs in cloud computing, but they did not

consider the NFV security and utilization of the federated

environment of the cloud-fog network to provide better

services.

2.2 NFV and fog computing

More and more users are accessing the cloud network,

centralized cloud computing is facing a big challenge.

Thus, the distributed fog computing is proposed to extend

and supplement the centralized cloud computing to solve

these challenges [24–27]. There are many studies about fog

computing in recent years [28–34].

In [28], the authors introduced fog computing into the

Internet of things. They put forward a fog computing based

model for the problem of face identification, for improving

the processing efficiency and reducing the network delay.

Kai Liang et al. introduced fog computing into the radio

access networks, which combining virtualization and SDN

to slice the resources of radio access networks to improve

the flexibility of radio access networks [29]. In [30], the

authors studied a fog computing-based model of Internet

access networks by utilizing virtual machines to host the

business of fog network for reducing network latency and

improving user experience.

The authors in [31] studied the problem of fog com-

puting access control and proposed a channel encryption

and decryption model to improve the security of fog

computing to defend network attacks. In [32], Seongjin

Park et al. studied the vehicular network’s connection

problem by utilizing fog computing. In this research, they

employed fog node to collect information on the mobile

vehicle to realize the corresponding vehicle service to

achieve quick connection recovery when a failure occurs.

The authors in [33] took into account the problem that fog

computing resources cannot satisfy the requirements of

vehicle users in the peak hour. The fog vehicular com-

puting concept was proposed to balance the needs of

vehicle users and achieve a high utilization of fog com-

puting resources.

In [9], the authors discussed the fusion problem of 5G,

cloud-fog computing and NFV, and then put forward a

fusion and open architecture to provide the continuous

management from cloud computing to fog computing. To

meet the performance requirements of 5G services, Ricard

Vilalta et al. put forward an NFV architecture for the

federated environment of cloud-fog network to provide

performance assurance for 5G services [34].

In [28–33], fog computing was widely applied to the

Internet of things, radio access network and vehicular

network and provided network services to users, but these

studies did not research NFV. The research projects

[9, 13, 34] studied the NFV problem by utilizing the

advantages of fog computing. They only proposed the NFV

architecture of the fog computing environment, but the

NFV deployment algorithm is not proposed, so deploying

NFV in the fog network needs to be studied.

2.3 SSLA in cloud/fog computing

With the explosive growth of service requests and virus

attacks are more frequent, ensuring the SSLA of services

has become a big challenge. Therefore, there are many

studies about SSLA in network function virtualization

[14, 35–38].

In NFV, due to the sharing of underlying resources and

the live migration of VNFs, VNFs are vulnerable to the

shared resource misuse attack and the side-channel attack.

In order to solve these security threats, the authors in [14]

first classified the attacks and then proposed corresponding

solutions. Since SSLA of VNF is very important, the

authors discussed the security of NFV architecture and the

influence of the outsider attacks and insider attacks [35].

However, that work did not give a corresponding solution

to defense these attacks. Due to network function virtual-

ization may bring network attacks to services, it is neces-

sary to enhance the service security. Thus, research [36]

proposed a security framework to ensure SFC security.
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In recent years, distributed denial of service (DDoS)

attacks continue to increase. At the same time, the tradi-

tional defense methods are not strong enough. To solve this

problem, in [37], Bahman Rashidi et al. presented the

DDoS defense mechanism to achieve a collaboration net-

work based on ‘‘domain-helps-domain’’ to deal with a lot

of DDoS attacks. Although the DDoS defense mechanism

can effectively handle many DDoS attacks, it may not be

able to deal with other attacks effectively.

In order to lower the impact of server failures on the

network services, the authors [38] studied the high avail-

ability deployment problem of the service function chain.

They presented an SFC deployment algorithm based on

service backup. The SFC deployment algorithm can

improve the survivability of network services, but it cannot

guarantee the SSLA of services.

The studies [14, 35–38] only proposed secure architec-

tures of NFV to guarantee the security of the service from

the architecture layer, which cannot defend against all

attacks and did not consider utilizing the federated envi-

ronment of the cloud-fog network to provide more secure

services for users. In [39–41], the authors studied the

security of fog computing and proposed some architectures

and defense mechanisms to guarantee fog computing

security. Additionally, the fog radio access network has

smaller coverage than the cloud network, which helps

deploy defense hardware to defend attacks. Thus, the fog

radio access network can provide higher security than the

cloud network does. Therefore, the security deployment

problem of SFC is worth further research for providing

more secure services for users. The authors in [42] studied

the security-aware virtual network mapping problem in the

cloud environment, but they did not consider the fog

computing environment. It is not appropriate to take the

least security value of all links in a path as the security

value of the path when the authors computed the security of

the embedding path in that research.

3 Problem description and modelling

3.1 Problem description

In this research, the physical network and SFC deployment

requests of mobile users with SSLA requirements are

given. Similar with Ref. [42], we consider each physical

node and each physical link with a security possibility that

can defend attacks. Under the given security level of each

physical node and link, we propose SFC deployment

algorithms for reducing the blocking ratio and the

deployment cost while meeting the SSLAs of mobile users.

3.2 Physical network

In this work, the physical network includes two parts: the

centralized cloud network and multiple distributed FRANs.

An example of physical network is shown in Fig. 1. We

indicate the physical network as GP = (NP, EP). Where,

NP= {n1, n2,…, n|NP|} indicates the set of the physical

nodes in the physical network, |NP| indicates the number of

the physical nodes. EP= {l1, l2,…, l|EP|} denotes the set of

the physical links. |EP| indicates the number of physical

links.

Resource constraints of physical network: we define the

physical network resource constraints as RC = (CNP, CEP,

SNP, SEP, LNP).

Resource attributes of physical node: we use CNP to

represent the resource attributes set of the physical nodes,

which consist of the unit cost p(ni) of the resource of

physical node and the capacity c(ni) of the computing

resource of physical node.

Resource attributes of physical link: CEP denotes the

resource attributes set of physical links, which consists of

the unit cost p(li) of the resource of physical link and the

resource capacity b(li) of physical link.

Security level of physical node: It is a numerical concept

of the security level of the physical node [42]. We use

SNP= {s(n1), s(n2),…, s(n|NP|)} to denote the security level

set of physical nodes.

Security level of physical link: It’s a numerical concept

of the security level of physical link [42]. We use SEP-
= {s(l1), s(l2),…, s(l|EP|)} to denote the security level set

of physical link. While maintaining the security of the

physical node/link may need to purchase the specialized

hardware or invest in human resources, so the higher the

security level, the higher the cost of unit resource of the

physical node/link.

Could Network

FRAN
FRAN FRAN

Fig. 1 An example of physical network
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Locations of physical nodes: We use the notation LNP-
= {L(n1), L(n2),…, L(n|NP|)} to denote the set of locations

of all physical nodes.

3.3 SFC request

An SFC request of mobile user includes two parts: VNFs of

cloud network and VNFs of fog radio access network. In

traditional access network, the network functions of radio

access network are realized by dedicated hardware, which

performs the network functions of user’s traffic billing,

user management and IP address allocation to access to an

external network. In order to facilitate the management of

users, these network functions are all implemented in

access network. In NFV environment, these network

functions implemented through virtualization also need to

be implemented in the corresponding access network to

manage users effectively. Figure 2 shows an example of an

SFC request. Similar with the physical network, we can

denote an SFC deployment request as GF = (NF, EF).

Where NF = {vf1, vf2,…, vf|NF|} indicates the set of the

VNFs, |NF| is the number of the VNFs in the SFC request.

EF= {e1, e2,…, e|EF|} denotes the set of links of the SFC

request. |EF| indicates the number of links in the SFC

request.

Deployment constraints: We define the deployment

constraints of the SFC deployment request as DC = (CNF,

CEF, SR, LNF, LT, LU).

Resource constraints of VNFs: We define CNF= {e(vf1),
e(vf2),…, e(vf|NF|)} as the computing resource constraint set

of all VNFs.

Resource constraints of SFC links: CEF = {e(e1),
e(e2),…, e(e|EF|)} represents the bandwidth resource con-

straint set of SFC links.

SSLA requirement of an SFC request: We define SR as

the overall SSLA constraints of an SFC request.

Location constraints of VNFs, service terminal and

mobile user: We use LCNF= {LC(vf1), LC(vf2),…,-

LC(vf|NF|)} to denote the set of location constraints of all

VNFs. VNFs of the cloud network can only be deployed

into cloud network, and VNFs of the fog radio access

network can only be mapped into FRAN in which the

mobile user is located. LT represents the location of service

terminal. LU denotes the location of mobile user.

3.4 Modelling for SFC deployment

For provisioning an SFC request, we have to effectively

deploying the VNFs and links. The deployment for VNFs

can be formulated as:

DS : ðNF ;CNFÞ�!DSðNP1;CNP1Þ;
DSðvfiÞ 2 NP1; 8vfi 2 NF ;

AðDSðvfiÞÞ� eðvfiÞ; 8vfi 2 NF ;

ZðLCðvfiÞ; qÞ 2 f0; 1g; 8vfi 2 NF; 8q 2 f0; 1; . . .;Qg;
LðDSðvfiÞÞ 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .; Yg; 8vfi 2 NF ;

ZðLCðvfiÞ; LðDSðvfiÞÞÞ ¼ 1; 8vfi 2 NF;

where DS = (DSN, DSE) denotes the deployment solution

of the SFC request; DSN= {DS(vf1), DS(vf2),…, DS(vf|NF|)}

denotes the set of placement solutions of all VNFs;

DSE= {DS(e1), DS(e2),…, DS(e|EF|)} denotes the set of

placement solutions of all SFC links. NP1 , NP indicates a

subset of the physical nodes for hosting the VNFs; CNP1-

, CNP describes the node resources allocated to the SFC

request; DS(vfi) denotes a physical node for hosting the i-th

VNF vfi; A(DS(vfi)) denotes the available node resources of

the physical node DS(vfi); q[0, 1,…,Q indicates the number

of the network areas; Z(LC(vfi), q)[{0,1} indicates a binary
variable, when Z(LC(vfi),q) = 1 denotes that VNF vfi can

be deployed into the network area, otherwise Z(LC(vfi),

q) = 0. L(DS(vfi)) describes the number of network areas of

physical node DS(vfi). Z(LC(vfi), L(DS(vfi))) = 1 describes

that physical node DS(vfi) satisfies the location constraint

of VNF vfi, otherwise Z(LC(vfi), L(DS(vfi))) = 0.

In this work, we deploy the SFC links when we deploy

the VNFs, and we formulate the deployment of SFC links

as:

DS : ðEF;CEFÞ�!DSðP1;CEP1Þ;
DSðeiÞ ¼ pei ; 8ei 2 EF; 9pei 2 P1;

BðpeiÞ ¼ min
lj2pei

bðljÞ
� �

� eðeiÞ; 9pei 2 P1;

wherein P1 indicates a subset of the physical paths; CEP1

denotes the resources of physical links allocated for the

SFC request; pei and DS(ei) show a physical path for

hosting the SFC link ei; B(pei) used to denote the available

bandwidth resource of physical path pei.

TSecurityðDSÞ

¼ f
YjNFj

i¼1

VNFSecurityðDSðvfiÞÞgf
YjEFj

i¼1

PathSecurityðDSðeiÞÞg

¼f
YjNFj

i¼1

sðDSðvfiÞÞgf
YjEFj

i¼1

Y

lk2DSðeiÞ
sðlkÞg

ð1Þ

vSGWvPGWvFWvDPITerminal Usere2e1 e3 e4 e5

vf1 vf4vf3vf2

Fig. 2 An example of SFC request
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For a given deployment solution DS of an SFC, the

security can be computed through Eq. (1).

To satisfy the SSLA requirements of an SFC request, we

first consider maximizing the security of the SFC and

model the maximal-security deployment as the following

linear programming problem (2).

maxðf
YjNFj

i¼1

SðDSðvfiÞÞgf
YjEFj

i¼1

Y

lk2DSðeiÞ
sðlkÞgÞ

s: t:

AðDSðvfiÞÞ� eðvfiÞ; 8vfi 2 NF

ZðLCðvfiÞ; qÞ 2 f0; 1g; 8vfi 2 NF ; 8q 2 f0; 1; . . .;Qg
LðDSðvfiÞÞ 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .;Qg; 8vfi 2 NF

ZðLCðvfiÞ; LðDSðvfiÞÞÞ ¼ 1; 8vfi 2 NF

DSðeiÞ ¼ pei ; 8ei 2 EF; 9pei 2 P1

BðpeiÞ ¼ min
lj2pei

bðljÞ
� �

� eðeiÞ; 9pei 2 P1

ð2Þ

Suppose the security of the SFC deployment solved by

the linear programming (2) does not meet the SSLA

requirement of the SFC request. In that case, the SFC

request will be rejected because the current network cannot

provide a deployment with sufficient security. Since the

security level is higher, the unit cost of the physical node/

link is the higher, and the maximal-security implementa-

tion may lead to a higher deployment cost. To minimize the

total deployment cost when the SSLA requirements of the

SFC deployment request is guaranteed, we model the

minimal-cost and SSLA-guaranteed SFC provision as the

linear programming problem (3).

minð
X

vfi2NF

PðDSðvfiÞÞeðvfiÞ þ
X

ei2EF

X

lj2pei

PðljÞeðeiÞÞ

s: t:

f
YjNFj

i¼1

SðDSðvfiÞÞgf
YjEFj

i¼1

Y

lk2DSðeiÞ
sðlkÞg� SR

AðDSðvfiÞÞ� eðvfiÞ; 8vfi 2 NF

ZðLCðvfiÞ; qÞ 2 f0; 1g; 8vfi 2 NF ; 8q 2 f0; 1; . . .;Qg
LðDSðvfiÞÞ 2 f0; 1; 2; . . .;Qg; 8vfi 2 NF

ZðLCðvfiÞ; LðDSðvfiÞÞÞ ¼ 1; 8vfi 2 NF

DSðeiÞ ¼ pei ; 8ei 2 EF; 9pei 2 P1

BðpeiÞ ¼ min
lj2pei

bðljÞ
� �

� eðeiÞ; 9pei 2 P1

ð3Þ

4 Algorithm design

Due to the SFC deployment with the SSLA requirement is an

NP-hard problem, the linear programming cannot gain a

deployment solution DS in polynomial time. To solve this

problem, we put forward a security-aware SFC deployment

(SASFCD) algorithm. The SASFCD algorithm can be used in

three different scenarios by calling different sub-algorithms,

i.e., maximal-security SFC deployment algorithm (MS), min-

imal-cost and SSLA-guaranteed SFCs deployment algorithm

(MCSG) and minimal-cost and SSLA-guaranteed SFCs

deployment algorithmwith feedback adjustment (MCSG-FA).

We assume that the SFC deployment requests follow the

Poisson process to arrive dynamically.All arrivedSFC requests

are stored in the queue ArrivalSFC. The finished SFC requests

are stored in the set FinishedSFC. Each SFC deployment

request in thequeueArrivalSFC is deployedonebyone.Weuse

SFCblo to indicate the set of blocked SFC requests owing to the

resource limitation.Algorithm 1 shows the SASFCD algorithm

.

TheMS algorithm is used tomaximize the security of the SFC

deployment solution. In the MS algorithm, we use the maximal-

security strategy as a guide strategy for deploying VNF into the

most secure physical node and finding the most secure path to

maximize the security of the placement solution of SFC, thus get

the most secure deployment solution. When we deploy VNF vfi
into the physical node nj, and find themost secure path pei, we can

find the most secure path pi?1(nj, LU) from the current physical

nodenj to the user. The aim is to optimize the deployment solution

and improve the blocking ratio to ensure the security of the

deployment solution. If the security of theSFCdeployment solved

by the MS algorithm cannot meet the SSLA requirement of the

SFC request, the SFC deployment request will be rejected.
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The security of VNF vfi deployed into the physical node

nj, VNFSecurity(vfi? nj), that is defined in Eq. (4).

VNFSecurityðvfi ! njÞ ¼ sðnjÞ ð4Þ

The deployment cost of VNF vfi deployed into the phys-

ical node nj, VNFCost (vfi? nj), that is defined as in Eq. (5).

VNFCostðvfi ! njÞ ¼ eðvfiÞpðnjÞ ð5Þ

The security of the physical path pei for hosting SFC link

ei, PathSecurity(pei), is denoted as in Eq. (6).

PathSecurityðpeiÞ ¼
Y

lk2pei

sðlkÞ ð6Þ

The security of the physical path pi?1(nj, LU) for hosting

link (nj, LU), PathSecurity(p
i?1(nj, LU)), is denoted as in

Eq. (7). The physical path pi?1(nj, LU) must meet the link

resource requirements of SFC link ei?1.

PathSecurityðpiþ1ðnj; LUÞÞ ¼
Y

lk2piþ1ðnj;LUÞ
sðlkÞ ð7Þ

The deployment cost of physical path pei for hosting

SFC link ei, PathCost(pei), can be computed in Eq. (8).

PathCostðpeiÞ ¼
X

lk2pei

pðlkÞeðeiÞ ð8Þ

The security of VNF vfi deployed into the physical node

nj, TSecurity(vfi? nj), that is represented as in Eq. (9).

TSecurityðvfi ! njÞ
¼ VNFSecurityðvfi ! njÞ � PathSecurityðpeiÞ
� PathSecurityðpiþ1ðnj; LUÞÞ
¼sðnjÞf

Y

lk2pei

sðlkÞgf
Y

lk2piþ1ðnj;LUÞ
sðlkÞg

ð9Þ

The deployment cost ofVNF vfi deployed into the physical

node nj, TCost(vfi? nj), that is denoted as in Eq. (10).

TCostðvfi ! njÞ ¼ VNFCostðvfi ! njÞþPathCostðpeiÞ
¼eðvfiÞpðnjÞþ

X

lk2pei

fpðlkÞeðeiÞg

ð10Þ

The security of the current deployment solution DS in

the MS algorithm, TSecurity(DS)’, is defined as in Eq. (11).

TSecurityðDSÞ0

¼ PathSecurityðpiþ1ðnj; LUÞÞ

�
Yi

k¼1

fVNFSecurityðDSðvfkÞÞ � PathSecurityðDSðeiÞÞg

= f
Y

lk2piþ1ðnj;LUÞ
sðlkÞgf

Yi

k¼1

½sðDSðvfkÞÞ
Y

lk2DSðeiÞ
sðlkÞ�g

ð11Þ

The total deployment cost of the current deployment

solution DS, TCost(DS), can be defined as in Eq. (12).

TCostðDSÞ

¼
XjNFj

i¼1

VNFCostðDSðvfiÞÞ þ
XjEFj

i¼1

PathCostðDSðeiÞÞ

¼
XjNFj

i¼1

eðvfiÞpðDSðvfiÞÞ þ
XjEFj

i¼1

X

lk2DSðeiÞ
pðlkÞeðeiÞ

ð12Þ
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A higher security of the deployment leads to a higher

total deployment cost in the MS algorithm. To minimize

the total deployment cost, while satisfying the SSLA

requirement of the SFC request, we propose the MCSG

algorithm. In MCSG algorithm, we use the minimal-cost

and SSLA-guaranteed strategy to deploy VNFs for mini-

mizing the total placement cost of the SFC deployment

solution. In MCSG algorithm, similar to the MS algorithm,

we will find the most secure path pi?1(nj, LU) from the

current physical node nj to user, to reduce the total cost.

MaxSecurity(pi?1(nj, LU)) denotes the maximal security

of the pre-deployment solution of the rest of VNFs that we

pre-deploy the rest of VNFs into the most secure physical

node on the physical path pi?1(nj, LU), it is defined as in

Eq. (13). Where, nt[p
i?1(nj, LU) denotes the physical node

on the physical path pi?1(nj, LU).

MaxSecurityðpiþ1ðnj; LUÞÞ

¼
YjNFj

k¼iþ1

maxfsðntÞ; 8nt 2 piþ1ðnj; LUÞg
ð13Þ

The deployment cost of physical path pi?1(nj, LU) for

hosting link (nj, LU), PathCost(p
i?1(nj, LU)), can be com-

puted in Eq. (14).

PathCostðpiþ1ðnj; LUÞÞ ¼
X

lk2piþ1ðnj;LT Þ
pðlkÞeðeiþ1Þ ð14Þ

The security of the current deployment solution DS in

the MCSG algorithm, TSecurity(DS)’’, is denoted as in

Eq. (15).

TSecurityðDSÞ00 ¼ PathSecurityðpiþ1ðnj; LUÞÞ
�MaxSecurityðpiþ1ðnj; LUÞÞ

�
Yi

k¼1

fVNFSecurityðDSðvfkÞÞ � PathSecurityðDSðeiÞÞg

= f
Y

lk2piþ1ðnj;LUÞ
sðlkÞgf

YjNFj

k¼iþ1

maxfsðntÞ; 8nt 2 piþ1ðnj; LUÞgg

f
Yi

k¼1

½sðDSðvfkÞÞ
Y

lk2DSðeiÞ
sðlkÞ�g

ð15Þ

The total deployment cost of VNF vfi deployed into the

physical node nj in the MCSG or MCSG-FA algorithm,

TCost(vfi? nj)’’, that is denoted as in Eq. (16).

TCostðvfi ! njÞ00

¼ VNFCostðvfi ! njÞþPathCostðpeiÞ
þ PathCostðpiþ1ðnj; LUÞÞ
¼eðvfiÞpðnjÞþ

X

lk2pei

pðlkÞeðeiÞþ
X

lk2piþ1ðnj;LT Þ
pðlkÞeðeiþ1Þ

ð16Þ
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MCSG algorithm uses minimal-cost and SSLA-guaran-

teed strategy for deploying VNF to minimize the total

placement cost. However, MCSG algorithm reduces the

total placement cost by using the security-guaranteed

strategy that will cause an increase in the blocking ratio.

Therefore, we propose the MCSG-FA algorithm to

improve the blocking ratio. In the MCSG-FA algorithm, we

first call the MS algorithm to get an initial deployment

solution with maximal security. We try to find a deploy-

ment solution with minimal total deployment cost. If we

find a new deployment solution, and the security of the new

deployment solution meets the SSLA requirement of the

SFC requests. The total placement cost of the new place-

ment solution is less than that of the initial deployment

solution, and we use the new placement solution to replace

the initial one. The MCSG-FA algorithm can improve the

total deployment cost and the blocking ratio through the

feedback adjustment approach.

The security of current deployment solution DS’ in the

MCSG-FA algorithm, TSecurity(DS’), can be computed by

Eq. (17).

TSecurityðDS0Þ

¼
Yi

k¼1

fVNFSecurityðDS0ðvfkÞÞ � PathSecurityðDS0ðeiÞÞg

¼f
Yi

k¼1

½sðDS0ðvfkÞÞ
Y

lk2DS0ðeiÞ
sðlkÞ�g

ð17Þ

The total deployment cost of current deployment solution

DS’ in theMCSG-FA algorithm, TCost(DS’), can be defined

in Eq. (18).

TCostðDS0Þ

¼
XjNFj

i¼1

VNFCostðDS0ðvfiÞÞ þ
XjEFj

i¼1

PathCostðDS0ðeiÞÞ

¼
XjNFj

i¼1

eðvfiÞpðDS0ðvfiÞÞ þ
XjEFj

i¼1

X

lk2DS0ðeiÞ
pðlkÞeðeiÞ

ð18Þ

Next, we analyze the complexity and security of these

proposed algorithms. In MS algorithm, we use the Dijkstra

algorithm to find the shortest path, the complexity of the

Dijkstra is O(|NP|2). |NP| denotes the number of physical

servers; |NF| denotes the number of VNFs in SFC; c1, c2,

c3, c4, c5 and c6 are constants. So, the complexity of the MS
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algorithm can be evaluated as follows. In line 5: we use the

Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path, so the com-

plexity is c1|NP|
2. In line 1–13: the complexity is c2-

|NF||NP||NP|2 = c2|NF||NP|
3. In line 19: we use the

Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path, so the com-

plexity is c3|NP|
2. In line 1–20: the complexity is c2-

|NF||NP|3 ? c3|NP|
2 = O(|NF||NP|3). Thus, the complexity

of MS algorithm is O(|NF||NP|3).

The complexity of MCSG-FA algorithm can be evalu-

ated as follows. In line 1: we call MS algorithm, the time

complexity is O(|NF||NP|3). In line 7: we employ the

Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path, so the time

complexity is c4|NP|
2. In line 3–9: the time complexity is

c5|NF||NP||NP|
2 = c5|NF||NP|

3. In line 21: we use the

Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path, so the com-

plexity is c6|NP|
2. In line 2–26: the complexity is c5-

|NF||NP|3 ? c6|NP|
2 = O(|NF||NP|3). Thus, the complexity

of the MCSG-FA algorithm is O(|NF||NP|3).

Finally, we analyze the security of these algorithms.

First, virtualization technology can provide a strong iso-

lation for VNFs to avoid denial of service caused by

interference of other VNFs. The strong isolation includes

resource isolation, performance isolation, and security

isolation, so that each VNF or each virtual link has inde-

pendence in terms of resources, performance, and security.

Furthermore, virtualization technology offers inter- and

intra-network QoS provisioning by using a consistent

resource controller. Second, we defined the overall security

of an SFC deployment in Eq. (1) and assumed each

physical node and each physical link to have a security

level for defending attacks [42]. Furthermore, in our pro-

posed algorithms, when we deploy an SFC, the MS algo-

rithm uses the maximal-security strategy as a guide

strategy for deploying VNFs into the most secure physical

node and finding the most reliable paths to ensure the

security of SFC deployment. The MCSG algorithm uses

the minimal-cost and SSLA-guaranteed strategies for

deploying VNFs to ensure the security of the SFC

deployment. The MCSG-FA algorithm first calls the MS

algorithm to get an initial deployment, then it tries to find a

new deployment to minimize the total deployment cost

while meeting security requirements. Therefore, we can

guarantee the security of an SFC request from two aspects

of virtualization technology and the deployment strategy in

our proposed algorithms.

5 Performance evaluation and analysis

5.1 Simulation environment

In this work, we consider utilizing the federated environ-

ment of the cloud-fog network to provide more secure

services for more mobile users. Therefore, the physical

network is comprised of cloud network (the USANET

network, as shown in Fig. 3) and multiple FRANs (as

shown in Fig. 4). In our simulations, there are 15 fog radio

access networks that connect to the black nodes numbered

0, 5, 7, 12, 14, 16, 20, 23, 25, 29, 32, 34, 36, 42 and 44.

We presume that the unit cost of the node resource of

each physical node in physical network is log(1/(1 -

s(ni))), the unit cost of the resource of each physical link in

physical network is log(1/(1 - s(li))). In our simulations,

when we evaluate the total deployment costs and the run-

ning time of our proposed algorithms, we assume that the

resource capacity constraints of the physical node follow a

uniform distribution U(50, 80). The resource capacity

constraints of the physical link follow a uniform distribu-

tion U(30, 50). When we evaluate the blocking ratios of all

algorithms, we assume that the resource capacity of the

physical network is unlimited. Without losing generality,

we make assumption that: (i) Per unit cost of computing

resource is 1 unit and per unit cost of bandwidth resources

is 1 unit; (ii) The transmission delay of each core network

link is 1 unit.

In our simulations, we assume that 10,000 SFC requests

arrive dynamically following a Poisson process when the

lengths of SFC requests (i.e., n) varies among 5, 6, 7 and 8,

respectively. The resource requirements of VNF and SFC

link obey a uniform distribution U(5, 10). We suppose that

the location of the service terminal randomly distributed in

a physical network node of cloud network, and the location

of the mobile user randomly distributed in a physical net-

work node of FRAN. We first find a most secure path p (LT,

LU) from the service terminal to mobile user. Where, nt[p
(LT, LU) denotes the physical node on the physical path p

(LT, LU). Then, we set the SSLA requirement of an SFC

deployment request according to Eq. (19).
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SR ¼ PathSecurityðpðLT ; LUÞÞ

�
YjNFj

i¼1

AveragefsðntÞ; 8nt 2 pðLT ; LUÞg � 2=3

þminfsðntÞ; 8nt 2 pðLT ;LUÞg=3

( )

¼ f
Y

lk2pðLT ;LUÞ
sðlkÞg

�
YjNFj

i¼1

AveragefsðntÞ; 8nt 2 pðLT ; LUÞg � 2=3

þminfsðntÞ; 8nt 2 pðLT ;LUÞg=3

( )

ð19Þ

In our simulations, we will compare our algorithms with

the SAMA algorithm, which is presented in [10] for min-

imizing the total placement cost.

5.2 Simulation results and analysis

Figure 5 represents the blocking ratios of the MS, MCSG,

MCSG-FA and SAMA algorithms, wherein the length of

the SFC request (i.e., n) is changed among 5, 6, 7 and 8.

From the results, it can be seen that the blocking ratios of

our three algorithms are better than that of SAMA algo-

rithm. The SAMA algorithm is proposed to minimize the

total deployment cost, so it does not consider the SSLA

requirement of SFC request when looking for a deployment

solution. Thus, the blocking ratio of the SAMA algorithm

is high. Besides, in our three algorithms, when we deploy

VNF vfi into the physical node nj and find the most secure

path pei, we will find the most secure path pi?1(nj, LU) from

the current physical node nj to the user to improve the

blocking ratio. The MS algorithm uses the maximal-secu-

rity strategy to deploy VNF into the most secure physical

node and find the most reliable paths to maximize the

security of the placement solution of SFC. It can maximize

the security of the deployment of SFC and guarantee the

success ratio. MCSG algorithm uses the minimal-cost and

SSLA-guaranteed strategy for deploying VNF to minimize

the total placement cost, but lead an increase in the

blocking ratio. So, the blocking ratio of the MCSG algo-

rithm is higher than the blocking ratio of MS algorithm.

The MCSG-FA algorithm first calls the MS algorithm to

get an initial deployment solution, so that the MCSG-FA
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algorithm has a similar success ratio to the MS algorithm.

Then it tries to find a deployment solution with the minimal

deployment cost to replace the initial deployment solution.

This can reduce the consumption of network resources to

improve the blocking ratio further. Therefore, MCSG-FA

algorithm has the lowest blocking ratio.

We compare the total link deployment costs of MS,

MCSG, MCSG-FA and SAMA algorithms in Fig. 6,

compare the total VNF deployment costs of SAMA algo-

rithm and our three algorithms in Fig. 7, and compare the

total SFC deployment costs of four algorithms in Fig. 8.

From the results, we can see that the total link deployment

cost of MS algorithm is higher than that of SAMA algo-

rithm because MS algorithm pursues the maximal security

of the deployment of SFC without considering the

deployment cost, whereas SAMA algorithm is designed for

minimizing the total placement cost. Hence, the total link

deployment cost, the total VNF deployment cost and the

total SFC deployment cost of the SAMA algorithm are

lower than that of MS algorithm.

Because MCSG algorithm uses the minimal-cost and

SSLA-guaranteed strategy for deploying VNFs, it can

effectively reduce the link deployment cost, VNF deploy-

ment cost and total SFC deployment cost compared to the

MS algorithm. The MCSG-FA algorithm first calls MS

algorithm to get an initial deployment solution and then

tries to find a deployment solution with the minimal total

deployment cost to replace the initial deployment solution.

It also can lower the link deployment cost, VNF deploy-

ment cost and SFC deployment cost compared to the MS

algorithm.

Moreover, in MCSG algorithm and MCSG-FA algo-

rithm, when we deploy VNF vfi and find the most secure

path pei, we will find the most secure or minimal-cost

pi?1(nj, LU) to reduce the hop of the entire deployment

path. Therefore, the MCSG and MCSG-FA algorithms can

obtain lower link deployment costs than the SAMA algo-

rithm. We find the path pi?1(nj, LU) and use the minimal-

cost strategy, and thus deploy VNF into the entire

deployment path with lower cost compared to the SAMA

algorithm. Hence, MCSG and MCSG-FA algorithms can

get the lower total VNF deployment costs than the SAMA

algorithm does. So, the total SFC deployment costs of

MCSG and the MCSG-FA algorithms are lower than that

of the SAMA algorithm.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the SFC placement problem

with SSLA requirement in the federated environment of the

cloud-fog networks. To guarantee the security of deploy-

ment solution when the security of each physical node and

link is given, firstly, we formulate the studied problem as

linear programming with SSLA-guaranteed. Then, we

propose an algorithm, MS, to maximize the security of the

deployment of SFC request. The MS algorithm could

maximize the security of SFC deployment, but the total
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deployment cost is high. To reduce the deployment cost,

we design an algorithm, MCSG, to minimize the deploy-

ment cost and guarantee the SSLA of deployment.

Although the MCSG algorithm can reduce the total

deployment cost, it results in a higher blocking ratio. To

both improve the blocking ratio and the total deployment

cost, we propose another algorithm, MCSG-FA. We vali-

date our proposed algorithms in the cloud-fog networks.

The results reveal that our proposed algorithms have better
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Fig. 8 Simulation results of total SFC deployment cost
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Fig. 7 Simulation results of total VNF deployment cost
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performance than the existing algorithm in the blocking

ratio and the deployment cost.

Our future researches will include the integration

between the cloud-fog network and AI-based intelligent

systems to make our services more robust, secure and

efficient.
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